Welcome, COURGcrew.

Operator’s Manual

We’ve converged from seemingly divergent outposts.

Your courg is powered by the Seiko NH35A automatic

70 nations across 6 continents. Among us are fighter pilots,

movement. This movement features a date complication,

designers, programmers, engineers, journalists, ceos,

but for no-date variants the date wheel is covered by the

emergency physicians, and many more we’ll meet.

dial. A screw-down crown improves water resistance

From the crowd, we’ve forged a crew: the “& Co.” part of

and protects the movement. Ensure the crown is secured

Redux & Co. More together than alone. We built courg

after adjustment. Push the crown gently towards the case

(pronounced: courage) for your adventures—to equip

to align threads before screwing down. The crown may be

you with a mission critical time machine. Take courage,

placed in 3 positions:

and gear-up. You’ve got missions to tackle. Onward.
Mission Debrief: Your Stories
We know you’ll have stories to share about your missions
with courg. Keep it concise. Include some high-res
images. Post on social @ReduxWatch (Instagram, FB, etc.)

A. Mainspring winding
B. Date adjusting
C.Time adjusting

#COURGcrew or email crew@reduxwatch.com.
One Year Warranty

A. Unscrewed. Rotate the crown clockwise to manually

If a manufacturing defect develops within one (1) year

wind the movement. We suggest 50 rotations if you

period under normal use, we will repair (i.e. a new or

have not used the unit in a while. With regular use,

overhauled and inspected module will be installed) at our
option, with your proof of purchase. Return shipping,
service, and handling fees apply. Warranty void if the
watch has been opened, damaged by accident, negligence,

the movement holds 41 hours of power reserve.
B. Partially pulled out. Advance the date wheel with
counter-clockwise rotation (not on no-date variants).
C. Fully pulled out. Stops time. Rotate the hands to set

unauthorized service, or factors not due to defects

the time. We recommend you only turn the hands

in manufacturing. Connect with us first to make

clockwise for the long-term health of the movement.

arrangements and confirm coverage.

Never adjust between 9pm–3am, date gears in motion.

